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h,Obtain the equation of notion of a particle of mass m which inov es on a
smooth horizontal plane of the lorm
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fixed on the earth's surface- where cu is the angular velocity of the eartfi,' 't
l? iE the +ormal reactiorii 6n the particle. I is the position vector of the
particle, Z is"therunit normal vector to the plane.

Derive the eSratlon,
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and hence show that if the particle is projected with velocity

lo = 2u Eh 
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where o is the position vector of a fixed point on the plane, the psth of
parlicle is a circle with ceDtre at q, where ) is the latitude.
tr\uther if lo = uai+uaj, then show that the normal reaction B on pslrticle
is given by

R = mg - 2ma eos )us,

where r, j are uuit vectors along the east and north respectively.
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(a) with notation, obtain the equations

for a systern of /f particles moving in space.

(b) Consider a solid cylinder of mass rn, and radius a slipping rrithoub

rolling down a smooth inclined face of a wedge of mass M bhat is

free to move on a smooth horizontal plane.

i, How far has the wedge moverl by the time that the cylinaler has

descended a vertical distance h from rest?

ii. Now suppr:rse that the cylinder is free to roll dorvn the wedBc

without slipping.
' How far does the wedge move in this case?

iii. In which case does the cylinder reach the bottom {asteri' Hov,

does this depend on the radius of the cylLinder?

3. (a) With usual nolation, obtain,

s*dcoso- constant -n,
Acbsin2 0 + Cncos| = constant =ft,

A(02 + ctrz sirP e) + zmghcosg = constant,

for the motion of a top with its tip on a perfectly nough hr:lriizontal

floor, where s is the spin angular velocity of the top,

(b) Let u = co.d. Prove [hal,

i. i2=@-Au,)(I ,u2) -(1 - 5u)2 =./k4 (say)
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ii. t= I #+ constant.
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4. rr4rith usrral notations deduce Lagrange,s equations for impulsive ,""ft!rqRQD
from Lagrange's equations for a holonomic system in the form + .t \

(#),- (#), : 
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where subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities before and after the applicar.-

tion of the imputrse respectively.

Two rods AB and BC each of lengih o and mass m, are smoo rll. joinerl

at -B and the system lie on a frictionless horizontal table, Initially tle
points,4, .ll and C are colinear. An impulse I is:rppliedat,4 ina tlj:rection

perpendicLrlar {o llro line ,18C.

(a) Find the equations of motion.

' (b) Prove that, immediately after the application of impulse,

i. the ceutre of mzrss of BC has velocity of magnitude j-,- 4m,

li. [hF ccntrc of mass of ,48 has velociry of nragnitude f-1.
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5. Define flamiltoniarL functions in terms of Lagrangian function.

Show, *'ith the usual notations, that the lJamiltonian equations alo giverL

by,

@ si: (t,) pi =
. A}J

and tha1. for a fun( tiori Cip.g.t),
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Prove the Poisson's theor:em that l/,9] is a constaut of motion r,,rhen f
and g are constants of motion,
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system with two degrees of freedom, the Hamiltonian ir

H : ,f (p? + pZ) + v2 (ps1 + p2q2)2

z/ are coflstants.

that 11 is a constant of motion and that if F : pr q\ .t p2q2, lhea

lF, u7 = z1s - ,z Pz1

Show also that

" F.=

where t6 is a constant,

6. Explain what ie meant by

(a) the normal mode,

IE!!! tanhzul4e - tn1,

(b) tbe normal co-ordinatee

of a dynamical system,

A uniform bar of.length I and mass m is suspended from its dnds b1

Jldentical springs of elastic constant &. Motion is initiated by depressing
|.

one end by a small distance o and releasing from rest. Solve this probler

and ffnd the normal modes.


